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1. Introduction 
Looking for examples of Riemannian manifolds of positive sectional curvature, Eschenburg 
introduced in [3] a family of spaces which are not homogeneous in general, and which he further 
generalized and studied extensively in [4,5,6]. This family of spaces, the so called Eschenburg 
spaces, are obtained as quotients of certain free circle actions on SU(3). The Wallach spaces [l-j 
constitute a subfamily of Eschenburg spaces. 
The present paper arose as an attempt o apply the powerful machinery used by Kreck and Stolz 
in [7,8] to obtain a homeomorphism and diffeomorphism classification of Eschenburg spaces. 
Eschenburg [5] and Boyer et al. [2] expressed interest in such a classification. We achieve this 
classification for the family of Eschenburg spaces which can be represented as circle bundles over 
the “twisted flag manifold” F’ of [6]. 
Even though Eschenburg spaces can be thought of as a natural generalization of the Wallach 
spaces, the behaviour of these families with regard to the homeomorphism and diffeomorphism 
classification is surprisingly different. As pointed out by Kreck and Stolz in [8], examples of 
homeomorphic but not diffeomorphic Wallach spaces seem to be very scarce. In contrast, such 
examples in the family we study seem to be abundant. A possible explanation of this phenomenon 
could be the fact that while the number of Wallach spaces with given fourth cohomology group 
is finite, the number of such spaces in our family is infinite. Some of these examples are strongly 
inhomogeneous in the sense of [3]. 
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A natural question which arises from the computation of the invariants for our family of 
Eschenburg spaces is whether any such space is homeomorphic to a Wallach space. Theorem 4.2 
provides an answer to this question. 
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we use elementary linear algebra 
to determine the subfamilies of Eschenburg spaces which can be represented as circle bundles. 
This was studied by Eschenburg [4] in a more general setting using Lie theoretic arguments. In 
Section 3 we carry out the computation of the Kreck and Stolz invariants. In Section 4, with 
the aid of computer calculations, we discuss some geometric and topological consequences. We 
are indebted to Javier Alfaro and Marcela Gonzalez for providing such calculations. Finally, we 
include an appendix in which we discuss the problem of stable parallelizability of Eschenburg 
spaces. 
2. Eschenburg spaces 
Let H be a closed subgroup of U(3) x U(3) such that det A = det B for all (A, B) in H. 
Then H acts on SU(3) by 
(A, B) . X = AXB-‘. 
The action is free if for all (A, B) in H the set of eigenvalues of A is different from the set of 
eigenvalues of B unless (A, B) equals the identity (I, I). We shall be concerned with the quotient 
manifolds SU (3)/H obtained in this manner. One may perform three types of operations on such 
subgroups H . 
(1) Conjugation of H by an element of U(3) x U(3). 
(2) Switching the coordinates of H, i.e., replacing H by H’ = {(B, A) 1 (A, B) E H}. 
(3) Multiplication of elements in H by a fixed homomorphism into the centre of U (3). Explicitly, 
if $ is a homomorphism of H into the centre of U (3), then we replace H by 
H’ = {($(A, B)A, #(A, B)B) I (A, B) E HI. 
Remark 2.1. (i) If H’ = (A, B)H(A, B)-’ in U(3) x U(3), select a central matrix D in 
U(3) such that det(DAB-‘) = 1 and define a diffeomorphism f of SU (3) onto itself by 
f(X) = DAXB-‘. Then f is equivariant and so induces a diffeomorphism of SU (3)/H onto 
%7(3)/H’. 
(ii) If H’ = {(B, A) I (A, B) E H}, then X H X-’ induces a diffeomorphism of SU(3)/H 
onto SU (3)/ H’. 
(iii) If H’ = {(4(A, B)A, $(A, B)B) I (A, B) E H)} then $(A, B)AX(qS(A, B)B)-’ = 
AX B-’ shows that the actions of H and H’ on SU (3) have the same orbits, and hence SU (3)/ H 
and SU (3)/ H’ are identical. 
Definition. We shall say that subgroups H and H’ acting on SU (3) are equivalent if they are so 
under the equivalence relation generated by (l), (2) and (3) above, i.e., if there exist subgroups 
Ho, . . . , Hk in U(3) x U(3) such that H = HO, H’ = Hk and Hi is obtained from Hi-1 by an 
operation of type (1) (2) or (3). 
By Remark 2.1 above, quotient manifolds of equivalent subgroups are diffeomorphic. 
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Definition. If S is a circle subgroup in U(3) x U(3) acting freely on SU(3), then the 7- 
dimensional quotient manifold SU(3)/S will be called an Eschenburg space. 
Since all circle subroups are conjugate to subgroups that consist of pairs of diagonal matrices 
in U (3), we can assume that all Eschenburg spaces are given by the action of subgroups of the 
form 
{(diag(?, z’, z”), diag(zP, z4, z’)) I z E S’}, 
where (k, 1, m, p, q, r) are relatively prime integers with k + 1 + m = p + q + r. Since the 
action is free, the following six pairs of integers 
(k-p,l-q), (k-p,E-r), (k-q,l-p), 
(k - q, 1 - r), (k - r, I- PI, (k - r, 1- q) 
are also relatively prime [5]. Observe that Wallach spaces [I] are Eschenburg spaces with p, q 
and r zero. 
We now determine those 2-dimensional tori which act freely on SU(3). The tori 
TO = ((diag(z, w, z-‘w-l), diag(1, 1, 1)) 1 z, w E S’}, 
T, = {(diag(z, w, zw-i), diag(z2, 1, 1)) I z, w E S’J 
(2.2) 
both act freely on SU(3). Let Fu and Fr denote the resulting quotient manifolds. Then Fa is the 
manifold of (1, 1, I)-flags in C3, while the integral cohomology of Fi has generators yl, y2 of 
degree 2 and relations yf + yiy2 - yi = 0 and yiy2(yi - yz) = 0. Thus, as pointed out by 
Eschenburg in [6], the cohomology rings of Fo and F, are nonisomorphic. Hence TO and T, are 
inequivalent. 
Theorem 2.3. Let To and T, be as in (2.2) above. Then every 2-dimensional torus in Cl (3) x U(3) 
that acts freely on SU(3) is equivalent o To or Tl. 
Proof. Let T be such a torus. Applying an operation of type (1) we may assume that T consists 
of pairs of diagonal matrices; applying an operation of type (3) we may assume the last of 
the diagonal entries equals 1. Thus we write 
T = {(diag(zkw”, .zlwh, zmwC), diag(zPw”, zYwe, 1)) 1 z, w E S’}. (2.4) 
Wehavek+l+m = p + q, and a + b + c = d + e because T acts on SU(3). We claim that 
since the action is free the equations 
(i) (p-m)a+k(c-d)= 1, (iv) (p - 0~ + m@ - 4 = ~3, 
(ii) (p - m)b + f(c - d) = cl, (v) (p - k)b + /(a - d) = e4, 
(iii) (p - /)a + k(b -d) = e2, (vi) (p - k)c + m(a - d) = ES 
must hold for some choice of Ei = f 1. To prove (i) note first that if r = gcd(p - m, k) > 1 
and z is an rth root of unity, then (zk, z’, z”) is a permutation of (zp, zq, 1) and so the matrices 
diag(?, z’, z”) and diag(zP, 24, 1) are conjugate by a matrix X which may be assumed to lie in 
SU(3). Then X is a fixed point of (diag(zk, z’, z”), diag(zP, z Y, I )) E T, and this is a contradic- 
tion. Thus r = 1 and there exist a and /? with a(p -m) + /?k = 1. Lets = (p - m)a + k(c - d) 
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and let w be an sth root of unity and z = III~‘(~-~)-P~. Then, as above, diag(zkwU”, z’w”, z’“w‘) 
and diag(zpw”, zqw’, 1) are conjugate, so we obtain s = f 1, as before. We may actually take 
s = 1 by replacing w by w -’ in (2.4) if necessary. The proofs of (ii) through (vi) are similar. 
Define a homomorphism 8 of S’ x S’ onto itself by O(z, w) = (z~+~-~w~, zP-~-~w-~). 
Equation (i) implies that 
det 
( 
u+c-d p-m-k 
I 
-1 
a -k = 
so 8 is an automorphism. Let p be the parametrization of T given by (2.4). Then pt? is another 
parametrization of T and 
p6,(z, w) = (diag(z,zS+"lw",z"'w"+"2-'),diag(zES+'w"+E2,z.~+~I~~,S-l, I)), 
(2.5) 
where s = la - kb. This follows from the six equations and a tedious but straightforward 
calculation. 
The exponents in (2.5) must satisfy equations (i) through (vi). Writing this down, we find that 
only (iv) and (v) impose conditions on ~1, ~2. ES, s; these conditions are 
s2+01S+B=fl and s2+(01-2)s+(l+/?-CY)=fl, (2.6) 
where cx = ~1 + ~2 - ES and /3 = &I&Z. A simple calculation shows that ifs is a solution of (2.6) 
for (- 1, ~2, ~5) then 1 -s is a solution for (1, -EZ, -ES). Let T, and Tl_, denote these tori. Apply 
an operation of type (3) to T, by multiplying each of its entries by z-‘, and then reparametrize 
by replacing z by z-’ and w by UI- ‘. The resulting torus is manifestly equivalent o TI_,V under 
operations of types (1) and (2). Thus T, and T, _-s are equivalent, and we may henceforth assume 
&I = -1. 
The solutions s for (- 1, e2. ES) are given by 
(&2,&s) C-1, -1) C-1, 1) (1, -1) (1, 1) 
S 1 1,2,3 -l,O, 1 0, I,2 
If (~2, &g) = (- 1, - 1) and s = I then (2.5) reduces to TO, while (&2,&s) = (- 1, 1) and s = 1 
gives Ti . We leave to the interested reader the routine exercise of showing that the remaining eight 
tori are equivalent o T, . 
If S = {(diag(z’, z’, z”), diag(zP, zq, z’)) I z E S’) is contained in a torus that acts freely on 
SU (3) then, up to equivalence, S is contained either in TO or in T,. If S is contained in TO the 
corresponding Eschenburg space belongs to the Wallach family, whereas if S is contained in T,. 
then q = r, m = k - 1 and p = 2k. Hence we obtain the following result. 
Proposition 2.7. Ifa circle S in U(3) x U(3) is contained in a torus that acts freely on SU (3). 
then either SU (3)/S is a Wullach space, or S is equivalent to a circle 
S1.m = {(diag(z’+“, z’, z”), diag(z2(‘+m), 1 1)) I z E S’) 
for a pair (1, m) of relatively prime integers. 
We shall denote by Et,, the Eschenburg space SU(3)/Sl,,. 
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3. Computation of the invariants 
In this section we calculate the diffeomorphism invariants St, & and Ss of Kreck and Stolz [X] 
for the Eschenburg spaces El,,, . In order to compute some characteristic lasses of Ft we follow 
Eschenburg [5] and express Fi as the double coset manifold Ts\U(3) x U(3)/A, where A is the 
diagonal subgroup and Tj is the 3-dimensional torus 
{(diag(z, ~00, zw-‘>, diag(z2, 1, 1)) I z, w, 0 E S’}. 
There are then principal bundles Ts\U(3) x U(3) + Ft and U(3) x U(3)/A --f Ft classified, 
respectively, by maps 4~ : FI + BU (3) and 4~ : Fl + B T3. 
If U is the Lie algebra of U (3), then U (3) acts on U by the adjoint representation. Let us denote 
by oA the associated vector bundle EU(3) x ~(3) U + BU(3). Applying the description of the 
tangent bundle of a double coset manifold of Singhof [lo] we obtain that t Fl + $12 (aA) + E* 2 
4: (aA) + $2 (aA), where t F, denotes the tangent bundle of F1, and &’ is the 2-dimensional 
trivial bundle. Therefore, t F1 is stably isomorphic to 4; (a&). 
If we consider the homotopy commutative diagram 
Fl 
#a 
+ BU(3) 
BT3 i F BU(3) x BU(3) nz + BU(3) 
where i is induced by the inclusion of T3 into U (3) x U (3) and 7r2 is the projection on the second 
factor, then @A is homotopic to the composition ~2 o i o &-. It follows then that @i(q) = 2yr 
and +r\(c2) = 0. 
Let T = {diag(z, w, 13) ( z, w, 8 E S’} be the maximal torus of U(3) and let f : BT -+ 
B U (3) be the map induced by the inclusion. The projections of T onto the different diagonal 
entries determine classes xi in H2(BT; Z). It is a classical result that f*(o!A) splits stably as the 
realification of the sum L 12 @ L13 @ L23, where Lij is the complex line bundle with first Chern 
class xi - x,i. Therefore, 
pi (f*@A)) = 2(4 + x; + x; - x1x2 - XIX3 - x2x3) 
= 2((X1 +x2 + X3j2 - 3(X1x2 + x1X3 + x2x3)). 
It follows then that pt (aA) = 2(c: - 3c2), and since t pi is stably isomorphic to qjL(aA), one 
obtains that p1 (F,) = 8~:. In a similar way it can be shown that wz(Ft) = 0. 
The integral cohomology of E I,,, was computed by Eschenburg [5] and is generated by u E 
H2(El,,) and v E H5(El,m) with relations Nu2 = 0, u3 = 0, u2u = 0, and u2 = 0, where 
N =12+m2+31m. 
Let a. b be numbers with al - bm = 1. Then 
1 (diag(z l+mwafb , zlwb, z?~‘), diag(z2(‘+m)w2(u’+b), I, 1)) 1 z, w E S’} 
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provides a parametrization of Tr. Let h denote the induced principal S’ bundle rr : El,, + F, 
with first Chem class c = lyt - (1 + m)y;?. If z = -hyr + (u + b)y2, then, r*(z) = U. It 
W denotes the associated disk bundle, then t W S ant F1 + n*A, so w*(W) = c mod 2 and 
PI(W) = 8Y: + c*. Here we identify the cohomology of W with the cohomology of F, via the 
zero section. We have therefore a manifold WR with boundary EI., and classes z, c in H*(W) 
such that 21~ = u, CIE = 0 and w*(W) = c mod 2. We can now apply [8, formulae (2.7)] 
to (W, z, c) to calculate the diffeomorphism invariants for the Eschenburg spaces El,,. Since 
pt (W) = 8~: + c* one obtains that 
s, = 2s : , (48~; - 16~;~’ - c4) - -& sign(W), 
*. . 
s, = &(z4 + 2z”c - 4z*y: + z*c* - 4zy&$, 
s3 = A(474 + 4z3c - 4z*y; + z*c* - 2zy;c). 
If we choose yf y:! as orientation for EI., , we obtain the following expressions for the charac- 
teristic numbers that appear above: 
c4 = -(f + m)f(l, m), z*c* = -1 . g(b, a) - m . ~(a, b), 
c*yf = -(I + m), z3c = (a + h)f(a, h), 
yf = -(I + m)/N, z*y: = -(1 . K(a, h) + m f g(h. u))/N, 
zy:c=a+JJ, z4 = -(I . h(u, h) + m f h(h, u))/N, 
where 
f(x. y) = 2x2 + Xy + 2y*, 
g(x, y) = 2x2 + 2xy + y*, 
h(x, y) = 5x4 + 8x3y + 6x2y2 + 4xy’ + 2y4. 
Since H4(Fr) is generated by yf and yty2, the signature of W is determined by the quadratic 
form associated with the matrix 
of characteristic numbers. After computing these numbers we get the matrix 
1 
( 
-1-j-m -1 
N -1 -21-m 1 
with determinant 1 /N. Therefore, if N is negative then sign(W) = 0, if N and 1 + m are both 
positive then sign(W) = -2 and, finally, if N is positive but 1 +m is negative, then sign(W) = 2. 
Putting together these computations we obtain: 
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Proposition 3.1. Let (1, m) be a pair of relatively prime numbers and choose numbers a and b 
such that al - bm = 1. Then the Kreck-Stolz invariants Si(El,,) in Q/Z are given by 
s, = 2” ‘: y N (Nf(1, m) + 16N - 48) - &sign(W), 
s, = 23 : . . N @(a + b)(2f(a, b) - 4) - l(h(a, b) + Ng(b, a) - 4g(a, b)) 
- m(W, a> + Ng(a, b) - 4g(b, a))), 
sj = 2 : N (N(a + b)(4f(a, b) - 2) - 1(4h(a, b) + Ng(b, a) - 4g(a, b)) . . 
- m(4h(bq a> + Ng(a, b) - 4g(b, a))), 
w,heref(x, y) = 2x2+xy+2y2,g(x, y) = 2x2+2xy+y2, h(x, y) = 5~~+8~~~+6x2~~+- 
4xy3 + 2y4 and N = l2 + m2 + 31m. 
4. Topological and geometric consequences 
In this section we use the formulae of Proposition 3.1 to calculate the invariants St, &, and S? 
in some particular cases. We do this by means of a computer program and a selection of examples 
is presented in the following table. 
1 m N Sl s2 & 
1 -1 -1 0 0 l/2 
-75025 28657 -1 0 0 l/2 
89 -233 -1 l/2 0 l/2 
3 -8 1 9128 7/12 516 
55 -21 1 19128 7112 516 
3 1 19 481/2128 83/l 14 71/l 14 
-87391 22879 19 1013/2128 83/l 14 71/114 
5 1 41 149312296 91/164 3/g 
-51236 19685 41 173912296 91/164 3/g 
The homeomorphism and diffeomorphism type of Eschenburg spaces is characterized by the 
classification theorem of Kreck and Stolz [8, Th. 3.11. This theorem implies that two Eschenburg 
spaces E and E’ are diffeomorphic if and only if Si (E) = Si (E’), and are homeomorphic if and 
only if 28 St(E) = 28 S,(E’), &(E) = &(E’), and &(E) = &(E’). It seems appropriate at 
this point to remark that the last statement is not a consequence of [8, Th. 3.11, as it stands, but of a 
corrected version of it. We are grateful to Professor M. Kreck for sharing this information with us. 
We stress the fact that for some values of N there are plenty of examples of homeomorphic but 
not diffeomorphic pairs of Eschenburg spaces. Such examples occur even in the cases N = f 1, 
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while for the Wallach spaces [8] the first such pair occurs when N = 2955367597. In connection 
with this phenomenon we state the following: 
Proposition 4.1. Consider the indefinite quadraticform q (1, m) = l2 +m2 +31m and let N be an 
integer such that N = q(fo, mo) for some pair of relatively prime integers IO and mo. Then there 
exist infinitely many pairs (1, m) of relatively prime numbers satisfying the equation q (1, m) = N. 
This is a direct consequence of a classical theorem of Gauss [9, p. 571. 
As pointed out in the introduction, it is interesting to know whether some of the Eschenburg 
spaces El,, considered in Proposition 3.1 appear as Wallach spaces. Recall that the Wallach spaces 
are the homogeneous paces N~,J = SW (3)/ ik,l(Sl), where gcd(k, I) = 1 and ik,l : S’ + SW (3) 
is the inclusion which maps z E S’ to diag(z’, z’, Z-~-I). We can now state: 
Theorem 4.2. If the Eschenburg space El.,, is homeomorphic to a Wallach space, then 
H4(E1,,; Z) = 0. 
Proof. Suppose that the Eschenburg space El,, is homeomorphic to a Wallach space. It follows 
from [8, p. 4761 that the homeomorphism invariant 28Si (El,,) must be a multiple of l/8. From 
Proposition 3.1 and the observation that 6 and N are relatively prime integers, this is equivalent 
to the following two conditions: 
(a) (I + m) N (212 + lm + 2m2 + 16) z 0 mod 3, 
(b)f+m =OmodN. 
It can be readily verified that condition (a) always holds. If condition (b) holds there must be an 
integer t such that 1 + m = tN. This implies that tlm s 0 mod (1 + m). Since (Im, 1 + m) = 1 
we obtain that t =r(f+m)forsomeintegerr.ButthenI+m=r(1+m)N,implyingN =fl. 
Remark 4.3. The Eschenburg space E I, _ 1 and the Wallach space NO, _ i are actually identical. 
Observe that up to diffeomorphism this is the only Wallach space with trivial fourth cohomology. 
The first two rows in the table provide an example of an Eschenburg space whose differentiable 
structure is homogeneous. Note that the manifolds of the first three rows in the table are all home- 
omorphic. Hence we have Eschenburg spaces which admit a second differentiable structure with 
which they are homogeneous. 
Finally, the last six rows in the table provide three pairs of homeomorphic but not diffeomorphic 
Eschenburg spaces. According to [6], the spaces El,, with both 1 and m positive admit a Riemann- 
ian metric of positive sectional curvature. We do not know if the second differentiable structure 
of each of the last two examples admits a metric with positive sectional curvature. Searching for 
pairs of homeomorphic but not diffeomorphic Eschenburg spaces El.,, and El/.,! with 1, m, 1’ and 
m’ positive, one finds using a computer program that no such pair exists for N 6 100,000. 
Appendix 
We again consider Eschenburg spaces given by the free action on SU(3) of circles in 
U(3) x U(3) of the form S = {(diag(zk, z’, z”), diag(zP, zq, z’)) 1 z E S’). The following 
theorem deals with the question of stable parallelizability of these spaces. 
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Theorem. The Eschenburg space SU (3)/S is stably parallelizable if and only if N = ((kl + 
km + lm) - (pq + pr + qr)) divides (k + I+ m)2 - 3(kl + km + lm). (Equivalently ifand 
only if N divides (p + q + r>2 - 3(pq + pr + qr)). 
Before proving the theorem, we state some of its consequences. Letting p = q = r = 0 one 
obtains the following well-known result. 
Corollary. Wallach spaces are stably parallelizable. 
If the circle S is contained in SU (3) x SU(3) then m = -k - 1 and r = -p - q and one has 
Corollary. Let S be a circle in SlJ(3) x SU(3). Then the Eschenburg space SU (3)/S is stably 
parallelizable ifand only if(k2 + l2 + kl) - (p2 + q2 + pq) divides 3(k2 + l2 + kl). 
Regarding the family of Eschenburg spaces El,, of Section 3 we have 
Corollary. The Eschenburg space El,m is stably parallelizable if and only if H4(El,,,; Z) = 0. 
Proof. According to the theorem, the manifold E I,~ is stably parallelizable if and only if 
(1 + m)2 - 31m G Omod(12 + m2 + 31m). Since 4Zm + ((1 + m)2 - 31m) = l2 + m2 + 31m, 
this condition is equivalent o 41m = Omod(12 + m2 + 31m). If 41m = a(12 + m* + 31m) then 
a z 0 mod 1 since 1 and m are relatively prime. Similarily a z 0 mod m, so a = 0 mod lm. Write 
a = lmb. Then b(12 + m2 + 31m) = 4. Since the order N = l2 + m2 + 31m is odd, it follows 
that H4(El,,; Z) = 0. The converse is clear. 
Proof of the theorem. Assume S = {(diag(zk, zl, z”), diag(zP, zq, z’))} acts freely on SU(3). 
The quotient manifold U (3)/S can be expressed as the double coset manifold S \ U (3) x U (3)/ A, 
where A is the diagonal subgroup. Following Singhof [lo], as in Section 3, we obtain that the 
stable tangent bundle of U (3)/S is given by the composition 
U(3)/S -% BU(3) -% BSO, 
where $A classifies the principal bundle S \ U (3) x U (3) -+ U (3)/S and cr is the stable realifi-. 
cation of the complex bundle associated to the adjoint action of U (3) on its Lie algebra. To obtain 
the stable tangent bundle of the Eschenburg space SU (3)/S we observe that the diffeomorphism 
f : SU(3) x s’ + U(3) given by f(X, z) = X . diag(z, 1, 1) induces an embedding j of 
SU(3)/S into U(3)/S with trivial normal bundle. 
In Section 3 we already showed that We = 0 and p1 ((Y) = 2(c: - 3~). There is then a lift 
h of cz to B Spin in the diagram 
h /I H 
BU(3) d BSO 
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in which B 0 [8] is the 7-connected covering of BSO. 
If B in H4(B Spin; Z) denotes the fundamental class, then n*(pi) = f2a. Therefore, 
h*(a) = zk(cf - 34. Since SU(3)/S is a 7-dimensional manifold, j*@ih*(a) is the only 
obstruction to the stably parallelizability of SU(3)/S. 
To compute j*#Lh*(,) we consider the homotopy commutative diagram 
SU(3)/S -J--F U(3)/S --L BU(3) 
*j ‘\ 
T 
BS 7 BU(3) x BU(3) ; BU(3) 
where i is induced by the inclusion and zr is the projection onto the first factor. 
Recall from [5] that the integral cohomology of SU(3)/S is generated by u in H2(SU(3)/S) 
and TV E H5(SU(3)/S) withrelations ((kZ+km+Im)-(pq+pr+qr))u2 = 0, u3 = 0, v* = 0 
and u2u = 0. In fact, u is the Euler class of the principal S’ bundle SU (3) + SU (3)/S classified 
by 4~~ o j. By the above diagram j*@T,(ci) = j*@.ri*n;(ci), implying j*@i(cr) = (k +1 + m)u 
and j*@i(c2) = (kl+km+lm)~~.Therefore, j*4lh*(o) = ((k+Z+m)2-3(kl+km+Zm))u2 
vanishesifandonlyif(k+I+m)2-3(kZ+km+Im) = Omod((kl+km+lm)-(pq+pr+qr)). 
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